Direct instruction facilitates learning without the costs of exploration, yet teachers must be selective because not everything can nor needs to be taught. How do we decide what to teach and what to leave for learners to discover? Here we investigate the cognitive underpinnings of the human ability to prioritize what to teach. We present a computational model that decides what to teach by maximizing the learner's expected utility of learning from instruction and from exploration, and we show that children (aged 5-7 years) make decisions that are consistent with the model's predictions (that is, minimizing the learner's costs and maximizing the rewards). Children flexibly considered either the learner's utility or their own, depending on the context, and even considered costs they had not personally experienced, to decide what to teach. These results suggest that utility-based reasoning may play an important role in curating cultural knowledge by supporting selective transmission of highutility information.
H umans actively explore their surroundings and learn from their own experience. Even young children direct their own learning through exploratory play, and update their beliefs from self-generated evidence [1] [2] [3] [4] . However, exploration involves uncertainty; learners may not know the time and effort required to make a discovery, and even after much trial and error, they may fail to discover anything at all. Such uncertainty can make it especially challenging for novice learners to decide what or when to explore, because they often lack the knowledge or experience to estimate the expected costs and rewards of exploration.
Social learning provides an effective solution to this problem. Teaching, in particular, is a powerful way to facilitate learning. When knowledgeable individuals teach what they know, naïve learners can avoid the uncertainties of exploration and acquire useful knowledge, even when self-guided discovery is too costly 5 . For instance, a hunter-gatherer who already knows how to make fire can save others from hours of trial and error by showing them how to make it. However, teaching requires an investment of time, effort and resources 6 , making it necessary for teachers to be selective in what they choose to teach. Indiscriminately teaching anything would be inefficient; not all of one's knowledge is useful for others, and some knowledge can be acquired easily without being taught, or only through direct experience. Relying on learners' requests to decide what to teach would also be ineffective; ignorant learners may be unaware of what they need to learn or unable to communicate their requests. Thus, while teaching yields significant benefits for learners, it also presents a decision problem for teachers: what needs to be taught, and what can be left for learners to discover on their own?
As adults, we share the intuition that it is better to teach things that are useful, novel, and interesting for others (i.e., rewarding), or difficult, risky or even impossible to discover by oneself (i.e., costly). Although what humans find useful, interesting, or difficult can differ between cultures, change across generations and develop over a lifetime, the tendency to prioritize information that one considers to be rewarding and costly to acquire may be grounded in basic social cognition. We propose that the human ability to decide what to teach is rooted in early-developing capacities to reason about other minds, not only in terms of what other people know or want (theory of mind) 7 , but also what is rewarding for other people to acquire and what is costly to achieve on their own (naïve utility calculus) 8 . We formalize these intuitions as decisions that maximize learners' expected utilities, and demonstrate that even young children can decide what to teach based on an intuitive cost-benefit analysis of learning from instruction versus learning from exploration-arguably the most and least teacher-driven forms of learning.
Unlike observational learning or imitation, instruction involves a knowledgeable teacher who deliberately provides helpful information for the learner, often accompanied by ostensive cues (for example, pointing) that signal pedagogical communication of information. Some theories suggest that young children are prepared to interpret information in these contexts as conveying generic, shared knowledge 9 , while others emphasize the role of mutual, recursive mental-state reasoning between the teacher and the learner that constrains the learner's inferences 10, 11 . Yet the majority of theoretical and empirical work on human pedagogy has focused on how learners benefit from teaching, with an implicit assumption that the teacher already knows what knowledge or concept needs to be taught. We address a question that complements this previous work: how do teachers decide what to teach in the first place?
Our work is grounded in a broader computational framework that has successfully captured how humans interpret others' behaviours through a naïve utility calculus 8 : people have an intuitive theory of agents as 'utility maximizers' , expecting agents to pursue rewarding goals while minimizing the associated costs [12] [13] [14] . Critically, however, agents can only maximize their utilities insofar as they have an accurate representation of the costs and rewards of their actions; a learner who is ignorant of, or even mistaken about, the cost-reward structure of the world might incur significant costs only to gain little to no reward. The key insight behind our model is that a 'teacher'a knowledgeable agent who already understands the cost-reward structure of the world-can help the learner reduce or eliminate the costs and uncertainties of exploration. By selectively teaching what is rewarding and/or costly to learn, the teacher can ensure that the learner reaps the rewards of learning while also bypassing potentially extreme costs. Importantly, such prioritization of high-utility information still allows the learner to explore and make additional discoveries, even if the teacher cannot teach everything.
Following the focus of our computational model, our experiments are designed to test young children's ability to decide what it is best to teach and what can be left for the learner to discover on their own. Anticipating what information would be rewarding for others and how costly it would be for them to acquire it on their own involves a host of cognitive capacities that go far beyond a general motivation to help or teach; one must reason about the process by which a naïve learner might explore their environment, and understand what information would be more rewarding for the learner, or more costly for the learner to discover without being taught. Thus, one might assume that such sophisticated decisionmaking abilities would take years of experience or even explicit training to develop. However, there are reasons to believe that the prerequisite representational and inferential capacities for such reasoning are present in childhood.
First, children, as learners themselves, selectively engage in active exploration, especially when additional discovery is likely 4, 11, 15, 16 , and rationally decide whether to explore or seek help 17, 18 . This work suggests that an intuitive understanding of the relative benefits of social learning and self-guided exploration may be present early in life. Second, by the beginning of formal schooling, children already have an abstract understanding of what constitutes informative teaching (that is, the information communicated should be accurate and sufficient, yet not superfluous), and readily evaluate others' teaching accordingly [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . As teachers themselves, children can also tailor the content of their communication based on the learner's goal or knowledge state [24] [25] [26] , readily selecting appropriate evidence to communicate a concept 27 , correct another's false belief 28 or disambiguate a causal system 22, 29 . In particular, when evidence is physically costly to generate (for example, demonstration requires multiple actions or walking over a distance), 5-to 6-year-olds resist providing unnecessary information 22, 29 , suggesting that children are sensitive not only to the value of information but also the cost of generating it.
Yet a hallmark of helpful, effective teaching is its potential to make learning less costly from the learner's perspective; a tendency to minimize the overall cost of generating information could emerge solely from the teacher's motivation to minimize their own costs, rather than a regard for the learner. Given that even infants and young children expect others to act in ways that maximize their expected utilities [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , an important open question is whether children can actively choose to maximize others' utilities. Consistent with this possibility, one study has reported that children prioritize teaching what was taught by an adult (over what children discovered on their own) when the taught information is causally opaque and thus difficult to discover 35 . However, children in this study could have privileged this information because it was provided by a knowledgeable adult or because the taught information was novel or surprising to them. To test whether young children have a genuine understanding of the utilities of others' learning, it is critical to distinguish between the role of reward (that is, the pleasure or benefit of knowing something) and the role of cost (that is, the expected time or effort required to acquire the knowledge) in children's decisions.
Combining developmental and computational approaches, the current work provides a unifying utility-based framework for how humans decide what to teach. While previous utility-based models of social reasoning have focused on formalizing people's inferences about others' actions or mental states 8, 13, 14 , here we are concerned with how these inferences inform people's decisions about what it is best to teach. Using a family of computational models, we generate precise, quantitative predictions about how a rational teacher decides what to teach depending on how this choice modulates others' expected utilities. We then ask whether the ability to consider the expected costs and rewards of learning (from exploration and from instruction) is present even early in childhood, by comparing children's decisions with the model predictions. We chose 5-7 years as our target age range, because children of this age consider others' mental states to decide what to communicate as teachers 22, 28, 29 , and can infer and integrate expected costs and rewards when reasoning about others' goal-directed actions 8 .
Consider a scenario in which an agent (the child participant) has to decide which of two causal devices a teacher (the experimenter) should teach to a naïve learner (note that children were not asked to teach the learner themselves; see Methods). Each device has a distinct causal mechanism that generates an effect, and the child and the experimenter already know how to activate both devices. The learner will learn how to activate the device that is chosen by the participant, but because only one device can be taught, they will also have to figure out how to activate the other device through their own exploration. Formally, this decision can be described as a choice between two possible teaching plans (that is, teach device X and let the learner explore device Y, or vice versa) that differ in their expected utilities from the learner's perspective. For each teaching plan, the learner's expected utility can be described as the difference between their expected rewards and costs of learning one device through instruction and learning the other through exploration ( Fig. 1a ). By choosing to teach the device that generates a more rewarding effect or has a causal mechanism that is more costly to discover, the participant can maximize the learner's expected utility.
In our experiments, the devices were causal toys that varied in discovery reward (high or low) and discovery cost (low, medium, high or extra-high). High-reward toys had an orb that spun around and lit up in different colours when activated. Low-reward toys played music. Low-cost toys had one big button (enabling almost immediate discovery). Medium-and high-cost toys had one big button and six small buttons. The medium-cost toy required pressing one particular small button to activate it and thus was less difficult to figure out than the high-cost toys, which required pressing the big button and a particular small button at the same time. Activating the extra-high-cost toy also required simultaneously pressing the one big button and one particular small button, but it had 11 small buttons, entailing much trial and error before discovery.
Our main and alternative models formalize different hypotheses about which variables children consider when deciding which toy the experimenter should teach. The main (full) model assumes children will consider both the costs and rewards of the toy that would be taught (that is, the chosen toy's activation cost and activation reward), as well as the costs and rewards of the toy the learner would explore on their own (that is, the unchosen toy's discovery cost and discovery reward), and select the teaching plan with the higher net utility as the best one to execute.
Four alternative models consider subsets of these variables and represent possible developmental changes in children's reasoning. While previous work has shown an early-developing understanding of others' costs and rewards 31, 32, 36 , as well as the ability to reason about uncertain future events [37] [38] [39] , it is possible that children do not consider all of the variables represented in the full model to decide what to teach. Children might consider some variables to be less relevant, or lack the representational or processing capacities to integrate them into a single decision. For instance, since it is easy to activate the toys and obtain their rewards once one knows how they work, children might just focus on the learner's discovery costs (the costs-only model). Alternatively, since children already know how the toys work, they might fail to consider the discovery costs for a naïve learner and only consider the rewards (the rewardsonly model). It is also possible that children consider both costs and rewards but fail to represent the utilities of both instruction and exploration; they may only concern themselves with the immediate consequence of what would be taught (the instruction-only model), or just focus on the trial and error the learner will experience trying to activate the unchosen toy (the exploration-only model). Figure  1b summarizes the different considerations of the main and alternative models (see Methods and Supplementary Note 1 for more details).
In experiment 1, we tested the model predictions across six between-subjects conditions that presented children with different pairs of toys (Fig. 2b ). The choice was over-determined in the first condition: (1) rewards and costs: one toy was higher in both cost and reward than the other toy (high-reward/high-cost toy versus low-reward/low-cost toy). In the next two conditions, either the cost or the reward varied across toys while the other was matched: (2) different costs: the toys were matched in reward but varied in cost (low-reward/high-cost toy versus low-reward/low-cost toy); and (3) different rewards: the toys were matched in cost but varied in reward (high-reward/low-cost toy versus low-reward/low-cost toy). In the remaining three conditions, a high-reward/low-cost toy was contrasted with a low-reward toy that varied in its discovery cost: (4) medium-cost conflict; (5) high-cost conflict; and (6) extra-high-cost conflict. These three conditions forced children to trade-off costs and rewards because one toy was higher in rewards while the other was higher in discovery costs. Formal model comparison will allow us to determine how well our full model captures the pattern of empirical data relative to the simpler alternatives. We also present additional experiments showing that children flexibly consider the learner's utility or their own, depending on the context (experiment 2), in the full model. Activation reward and discovery reward are assumed to be equal. The discovery cost is always greater than the activation cost, except for the low-cost toy whose activation and discovery costs are 1. The cost function is assumed to be the physical cost of pressing buttons and is based on the toys' physical properties. The toys' rewards were sampled from beta distributions and grounded in children's relative preferences for the lights and the music (see Methods for more details). P e is the probability that the learner will explore the unchosen toy. Alternative models consider different subsets of these variables, as depicted in b. b, Various components used by the full model and four alternative (lesioned) models to calculate the utility of each teaching plan. each row is a model and each column is a component participants might consider when deciding what to teach. The full model includes all components, whereas each alternative model includes a subset.
Two-button mechanism
One-button mechanism Two-button mechanism a c and that they can infer the expected costs of exploration, even without having personally experienced these costs (experiment 3). results Experiment 1. The full model predicts that children will prefer the high-cost/high-reward toy in the rewards and costs condition, because this choice maximizes the learner's utility by both increasing their rewards (ensures they will enjoy the high-reward effect) and decreasing their costs (they will not have to go through the trouble of figuring out the high-cost toy). In the different costs and different rewards conditions, it predicts a preference for the highcost toy and high-reward toy, respectively. However, note that the quantitative predictions are not symmetrical across these two conditions; the model assumes that the relative difference in the toys' rewards (reward from seeing the lights versus hearing the music) in the different rewards condition is more variable and smaller than the difference in the toys' discovery costs in the different costs condition. This assumption reflects children's intuitions about which effect is 'cooler' (see Supplementary Methods 2 and Supplementary Results 2). In our conflict conditions, the model predicts that children's tendency to select the low-reward toy over the high-reward toy will increase as a function of the magnitude of the relative difference in the toys' discovery costs.
In experiment 1, children's (n = 25 per condition; mean (M) ± s.d. = 6.35 ± 0.97 years of age; 53% female) choices were highly consistent with the full model's predictions. In the conditions where rewards and costs were not in conflict, children showed a tendency to choose toys that were either higher in both rewards and costs (rewards and costs condition: 84% (21/25); 95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.68-0.96), higher in costs (different costs condition: 84% (21/25); 95% CI = 0.68-0.96) or higher in rewards (different rewards condition: 68% (17/25); 95% CI = 0.50-0.86). All reported CI's were bootstrapped using 10,000 samples.
In the conditions involving a trade-off between costs and rewards, children's tendency to select the low-reward toy over the high-reward toy increased as the expected discovery cost of the lowreward toy increased. While only 44% (11/25; 95% CI = 0.25-0.64) selected the low-reward toy in the medium-cost conflict condition, this increased to 60% (15/25; 95% CI = 0.40-0.79) in the high-cost conflict condition and 76% (19/25; 95% CI = 0.58-0.92) in the extra-high-cost conflict condition. Children's preference for the toy higher in cost increased linearly across these conditions (logistic regression: chose high-reward toy ∼ conflict condition; β = −0.226; t(74) = −2.348; P = 0.0216). See Fig. 2a ,c for behavioural data and full model predictions (for more details, see Supplementary Results 1).
To evaluate how well each model captures children's responses, we calculated the likelihood of each model generating the pattern of results across all six conditions. Likelihood ratios between the full model and each alternative model represent how well the full model explains the data relative to each alternative. All comparisons favoured the full model by at least five orders of magnitude (all likelihood ratios > 1 × 10 5 ), providing compelling support for the full model over the four alternatives (see Fig. 3 ). For further details on how each alternative model failed to capture the behavioural data, see Supplementary Note 1.
The tight correspondence between the behavioural results and the full model suggests that children in our task coordinated multiple considerations for a learner to decide what to teach. Children did not consider just the expected rewards or just the expected costs for the learner, nor did they reason about just the utility of instruction or just the utility of exploration. Rather, they considered the relative expected costs and rewards for a learner under different teaching plans (that is, learning one toy from instruction and the other from exploration, or vice versa) and chose the plan that maximized the learner's expected utility. Experiment 2. Our experimental task was designed to minimize the influence of children's own utilities on their decisions; children did not demonstrate the toys themselves to the learner, but instead made a decision about which toy the experimenter should teach. Note also that at the time of this decision, the cost of generating an effect with the medium-cost, high-cost and extra-high-cost toys was low, similar to that of the alternative low-cost toy, and was always lower for the children than for the learner (that is, activation cost < discovery cost, especially for the high-and extra-high-cost toys). Thus, the fact that children prioritized toys that were relatively higher in cost suggests that they considered the learner's expected discovery costs.
However, it is possible that children preferred teaching the higher-cost toy not because it would be harder for the learner to figure out but because their own previous success in figuring out how it worked made it more attractive than the low-cost toy. Alternatively, the existence of multiple buttons (despite being inert) may have made the higher-cost toy more fun to play with or more visually appealing than the low-cost toy with a single button. If children's choices are based on their own rewards, children might show a preference for the relatively higher-cost toy, even when there is no learner to consider, such as when they are choosing a toy with which they themselves would like to play. However, if children's decisions about what it is best to teach are based on a genuine consideration of the learner's expected costs of exploration, they should prioritise high-cost toys when they are choosing a toy for the learner but not when choosing a toy for themselves. We tested this prediction in experiment 2.
Children (n = 25 per condition; M ± s.d. = 6.19 ± 0.77 years of age; 54% female) were asked to choose a toy to teach a learner (teach condition), or for themselves to play with (play condition), between a pair of toys that pit the high-cost mechanism against the (intended) high-reward effect (high-reward/low-cost toy versus low-reward/high-cost toy). The teach condition was a replication of experiment 1's high-cost conflict condition, whereas the play condition was identical to the teach condition except for the final prompt: children were asked with which toy they would like to play.
As predicted, children's choice of toys differed across conditions: they were more likely to choose the low-reward/high-cost toy in the teach condition than in the play condition (72% (18/25) versus 20% (5/25); two-tailed Fisher's exact test, P < 0.001; odds ratio (OR) = 9.71; see Fig. 4 ). In fact, the majority of children in the play condition chose the high-reward/low-cost toy (80% (20/25); twotailed binomial test, P = 0.004; 95% CI = 0.63-0.95), reflecting children's strong preference for the lights effect. In contrast, the majority of children in the teach condition chose the low-reward/high-cost toy (72% (18/25); two-tailed binomial test, P = 0.043; 95% CI = 0.53-0.89; no significant difference from experiment 1's high-cost conflict condition: two-tailed Fisher's exact test, P = 0.55; OR = 1.70).
These results further support the interpretation of children's choices in experiment 1 in terms of the full model: their decisions to teach the higher-cost toys probably reflected a concern for the learner's expected cost of exploration rather than a personal preference for these toys. Furthermore, children's decisions were flexible depending on the context: they prioritized the learner's utilities over their own when deciding what to teach, but without a learner to consider, children readily considered their own preferences. Experiment 3. Together, experiments 1 and 2 suggest that children were sensitive to what would be difficult or time-consuming for others to learn from exploration and understood that teaching can effectively reduce or eliminate such costs. However, it remains unclear whether children's decisions are based on their own past experience of struggling to explore the toys with high discovery costs, or the ability to infer the cost that others would incur to make a meaningful discovery even in the absence of direct previous experience with these costs.
The ability to draw inferences about the expected costs of discovery is critical for continued transmission of knowledge that is difficult to acquire without being taught; without this ability, a learner who acquires high-cost information without personally incurring the costs (for example, because they learned it through direct instruction) might fail to prioritize teaching this information to others. Is children's ability to consider others' costs limited to what they have directly experienced in the past, or can they infer these costs without experience? Given recent work on 3-to 5-yearolds' abilities to estimate the relative difficulty of novel tasks 40 , we predicted that children would be able to consider the expected discovery costs for a learner even in the absence of experiencing these costs themselves.
In experiment 3, children (n = 25 per condition; M ± s.d. = 6.20 ± 0.79 years of age; 60% female) made a teaching decision between two toys that differed only in costs (low-reward/ high-cost toy versus low-reward/low-cost toy). In the exploration condition, children first explored the toys to learn how they worked (replicating experiment 1's different costs condition). In the instruction condition, children did not interact with the toys but watched the experimenter demonstrate how to activate them; thus, children learned from instruction without the cost of exploration. If children's decisions of what it is best to teach in our experiments critically depend on self-experience, they should choose the high-cost toy in the exploration condition but not in the instruction condition. However, if children are able to infer the discovery costs for a learner unfamiliar with the toys, they should select the high-cost toy in both conditions.
Children chose the high-cost toy in the exploration condition, replicating the results from experiment 1 (80% (20/25); two-tailed binomial test, P = 0.004; 95% CI = 0.63-0.95). Critically, children also showed this preference in the instruction condition (72% (18/25); two-tailed binomial test, P = 0.043; 95% CI = 0.53-0.89). We found no credible evidence of a difference across conditions (two-tailed Fisher's exact test, P = 0.742; OR = 0.65; see Fig. 4 ), nor between either condition and experiment 1's different costs condition (two-tailed Fisher's exact tests; exploration: P = 1.00; OR = 0.77; instruction: P = 0.496; OR = 0.50). These results suggest that children can consider the costs of others' learning and make decisions that maximize others' utilities, even when they learned from direct instruction and never personally experienced the cost of exploration. This experiment also provides further support for the idea that when children selected the toys higher in discovery costs as the best ones to teach, they did so because they anticipated that the learner would find them more difficult to discover on their own, and not simply because children received help with these toys via the experimenter's prompts (see Methods).
Discussion
Humans are incredibly sophisticated social learners. However, part of what allows us to learn so effectively from others is that we are also sophisticated social teachers. Without helpful teachers who prioritize the communication of knowledge that is important yet costly to acquire, human social learning would not be nearly as successful.
The goal of the current work was to understand the general principles and social and cognitive capacities that underlie our commonsense intuitions about what it is best to teach.
Complementing previous work that focused on the actual process of teaching a given concept, we presented a computationallevel account 41 that characterizes how human teachers decide which concepts or what knowledge to teach, and empirically tested its predictions with young children. Our account is grounded in the theoretical proposal that humans expect other agents to act in ways that maximize their utilities 8, 13, 14 , as well as recent empirical work on early-developing abilities to reason about the utilities of others' goaldirected actions 31, 32, 34 . The full model formalizes our main hypothesis that children can consider the costs and rewards of learning from instruction and learning from exploration to decide what it is best to teach. Children's decisions in experiment 1 were most consistent with the full model, compared with simpler alternatives, and were graded with respect to the learner's utility. These results suggest that children have an abstract understanding of how teaching and exploration differentially influence the utilities of learning and can integrate these variables into a single teaching decision. Additionally, children considered the learner's costs of exploration selectively when deciding what to teach, but not when deciding what to play with (experiment 2), even when they had not personally incurred these costs (experiment 3). Since even adults often fall victim to a 'curse of knowledge' , both in everyday reasoning 42, 43 and teaching 44 , it is impressive that children chose to teach what would be more costly to learn from a naïve learner's perspective even though it was no longer costly for them (that is, both toys were easy to activate once learned). Given that even infants expect other agents to avoid costly options and pursue goals that are lower in costs 31, 32, 45 , one might have expected children to have chosen the toy that was less costly to discover as the best one to teach. Yet, children made the opposite choice, suggesting that they understood the goal of teaching (that is, maximizing the learner's utilities) and could distinguish the cost of discovering how the toy works from the cost of activating it.
Our experiments were designed to maximize the chances of identifying such competence in young children. First, we situated the task in a dyadic, pedagogical context with which US children are highly familiar, where the learner's goals (the learner wants to learn about both toys) and the teacher's knowledge and motivation (the experimenter knows about both toys and wants to help the learner) are made clear. Second, by asking children to choose which toy the experimenter should teach (rather than asking children to directly teach the learner), we were able to isolate children's ability to make a prosocial decision for the learner without the influence of their own costs and rewards as teachers. Third, the simple forced-choice task of teaching one of two toys (and leaving the other to be explored) was a distillation of the real-world constraints that not everything can be taught and that selecting to teach certain concepts may come at the expense of teaching others. Note that teaching either toy was helpful; by asking children to choose just one, we could identify which teaching plan they considered more helpful. Beyond making proactive decisions to protect others from failing 46 , children also anticipate the expected costs of discovery, and prioritize what to teach in ways that help others to learn more effectively and efficiently.
The current work is an example of how developmental experiments and theory-driven computational modelling can mutually inform one another. Our full model assumes that children are able to reason about rewards and costs simultaneously, and trade-off between them. While integration of rewards and costs is a basic assumption in utility-based reasoning, one might question whether such integration is necessary to explain children's decisions. For example, children in our study might have relied on a set of rules or heuristics that approximate reasoning about utilities rather than simultaneously considering both rewards and costs (see Supplementary Note 1). Given that children of this age are unlikely to have acquired explicit rules about what to prioritize when teaching others, even the use of such heuristics that systematically consider either costs or rewards (and especially the tendency to preferentially teach high-cost options) would still be an impressive feat. The conflict conditions in experiment 1, however, provide some evidence against such heuristics-based accounts. In these conditions, the difference in expected rewards is held constant while the difference in expected discovery costs between the two toys increases. If children were simply considering either the difference in rewards or the difference in costs, their decisions would not differ across these conditions. Children's tendency to select the highercost toy gradually increased with the magnitude of the difference in discovery costs, suggesting a trade-off between the toys' discovery costs and rewards. Collectively, our work shows how smart, considerate teaching decisions can naturally emerge from early-developing social and cognitive capacities (that is, an understanding of what others want or know 47 , as well as what is costly or rewarding for others 8 ) without the need to posit explicit norms about what constitutes helpful teaching. A similar approach has been used to derive Gricean maxims from utility-theoretic models of pragmatic communication 48 .
Further work is still needed to provide a more rigorous test of the hypothesis that children's teaching decisions vary flexibly as a function of the relative differences in the toys' costs and rewards. This endeavour would benefit from finding more precise ways of estimating the shape of children's subjective cost and reward functions. We made reasonable simplifying assumptions to estimate these functions (see Supplementary Note 1) , and our full model captured the overall pattern of children's choices at the group level. However, it cannot capture potential individual differences in the exact shape of these functions. Developing models that can predict children's choices with better quantitative fit, and linking group-level predictions to individuals' behaviour, remain important challenges for future work.
We aimed to formalize the basic ingredients that contribute to human teaching decisions within the broader context of utilitybased reasoning. From this perspective, our full model is by no means a complete model of human teaching. Yet a key strength is that it easily lends itself to extensions that incorporate additional factors that might influence teaching decisions in more complex, real-world contexts. For example, real-world teaching often involves flexibly deciding how much time or effort one ought to invest in teaching others depending on the context. Although we deliberately designed the current task to isolate children's consideration of others' utilities from their own, previous work on children's resistance to providing redundant information suggests that consideration of one's own utilities may indeed influence children's behaviours as teachers 22, 29 . Would children be less likely to teach the toys high in discovery cost if these toys were also more costly to demonstrate? Future work might explore this question by extending the model to incorporate the teacher's costs, and asking children to choose and directly teach one of two toys that vary in activation costs.
Our models also assumed that exploration is costly and that the discovery reward of a toy is the same as its activation reward. Correspondingly, the actual process of repeatedly pressing inert buttons on the (extra-)high-cost toys was not particularly exciting for the children. However, a helpful teacher might also understand that the process of exploration and discovery itself can be beneficial for learning 49 and that pursuing a challenging goal may be intrinsically rewarding 50 . Anecdotally, two children in experiment 1 chose to teach the low-cost toy and explicitly mentioned the value of letting the learner explore the more challenging toy on their own (see Supplementary Results 1 ). Although we can incorporate the added value of exploration and discovery into our model by sampling different rewards for activation and discovery, measuring and manipulating these variables remains a challenge for empirical work. How and when children acquire such a nuanced understanding of the costs and rewards of learning is an intriguing topic for research, with deep implications for promoting motivation in classrooms and informal learning contexts 51 .
Children's success in our study raises questions about what really develops and why these children might still fare poorly as teachers in the real world. One possibility is that children's ability to consider more abstract costs and rewards develops over time. Our task involved concrete, perceptual rewards and physical costs, which lend themselves well to formalization, and are easy for even young children to understand. However, adult teachers also understand the long-term expected utility of generalizable information and skills (for example, natural pedagogy 9 ) and discovery costs that cannot be gleaned from visual complexity, such as causal complexity 52 or the physical and mental demands of novel tasks 40 . Children's ability to consider others' utility functions that differ from their own may also continue to develop. In our task, because children were presented with a generic learner whose specific preferences and competencies were unknown, children might have reasonably assumed that what was rewarding or costly for them in the past would also be rewarding or costly for the learner. Making teaching decisions for others who have quite different utility functions than they do (for example, different preferences or competencies 31, 36, 53 ) may be more challenging and improve in tandem with children's theory of mind and executive control 25, 28, 54 .
The ability to prioritize teaching knowledge that yields a higher utility for the learner, when implemented by multiple individuals over generations, may be a powerful force that shapes our collective knowledge. It would allow human societies to incorporate new discoveries, preserve timeless wisdom, and filter out obsolete skills and knowledge, thereby curating a collection of cultural knowledge deemed valuable by its members. Our computational account provides a possible explanation for how such curation might occur. Furthermore, over time, the tendency to teach high-utility knowledge may give rise to different cultural norms about what it is best to teach. The cognitive mechanisms that subserve the formation of such norms might also allow them to diversify and evolve over time; as the intellectual and technological repertoire of a society grows and changes, its members can reassess the utility of existing knowledge and flexibly update the content of these norms to reflect the changes in the cost-reward structure of their environment.
Relatedly, human societies show significant variability in the degree to which they rely on direct pedagogy as the primary means of knowledge transfer (as opposed to observation or exploration) 55, 56 . Our work suggests that such variability might reflect the relative utility of direct instruction, compared to other ways of learning, given the nature of the knowledge and skills to be acquired; teaching may not be necessary if learning can occur through other means that do not require a 'teacher' who is willing to increase others' utilities at the expense of their own 6, 57 . Compared with more abstract knowledge (such as algebra), practical skills (such as cooking) or social conventions (such as who sits where during mealtime) may be easier to acquire through observation and imitation. In such cases, knowledgeable individuals might slow their actions or tolerate onlookers as a way to facilitate others' learning. But even the tendency to slow down or allow onlookers may be higher for goals that are more costly to achieve for the observer 5, 55 . It is thus possible that selective communication via an intuitive cost-benefit analysis is a culturally universal yet distinctively human ability that extends beyond pedagogical contexts. However, our work leaves open the question of whether prioritization of high-utility information is observed in non-pedagogical social learning contexts or in cultures where direct instruction is rare 16, 55 .
Theories of human learning have often contrasted the value of active exploration and discovery [1] [2] [3] [4] 49, 58 and the importance of social learning 9,59-63 . These views have fuelled theoretical debates about the relative efficacy of instruction versus active learning 11, 64 , and have raised practical questions in real-world classrooms about whether to teach students or encourage them to figure things out on their own. The current work provides a different perspective: rather than replacing or hindering exploration, teachers can optimize learning by ensuring that learners acquire knowledge that is important yet difficult to learn from exploration, while guiding learners to explore things that can or should be acquired on their own. Overall, we provide the theoretical, formal and empirical groundwork for studying the development of human intuitions about what to teach. Even in their early years as learners, human children understand how to selectively share what they know to help others learn. methods Implementation of the main (full) model. Given two devices (toy X and toy Y), our main (full) model compares the learner's expected utilities under the following two teaching plans: teach X (and let the learner explore Y) and teach Y (and let the learner explore X). The learner's expected utility under a given teaching plan is defined as the linear sum of the following components: after being taught a toy, the learner incurs a small activation cost (C A ) to obtain the activation reward (R A ) of this chosen toy; in exploring the other toy (the unchosen toy), the learner incurs a discovery cost (C D ), and obtains the discovery reward (R D ) upon successful discovery. Making a decision about what to teach (and consequently what the learner will explore) is formalized as choosing the plan that maximizes the learner's expected utilities (see Fig. 1a ).
The cost function is assumed to be the physical cost of pressing buttons, and is based on the toys' physical properties. The activation cost (C A ) is the number of button presses required to activate the toy: 1 for low-cost toys and the medium-cost toy (all of which have a single-button mechanism), and 2 for the high-cost toys and the extra-high-cost toy (all of which require two specific buttons to be pressed together). These values are both small, reflecting the fact that once an agent knows how the two toys work, both are easy to activate. The discovery cost (C D ) of a toy is the expected number of button presses required for a naïve learner to explore and discover how to activate it, assuming that the learner would first try simpler actions (pressing one button at a time) and then try more complex actions (pressing combinations of two buttons) once the simpler hypothesis space has been depleted (low-cost toys: C D = 1; medium-cost toy: C D = E(C D ) = 4; high-cost toys: C D = E(C D ) = 29; extra-high-cost toy: C D = E(C D ) = 79; see Supplementary Note 1 for more details).
The activation reward (R A ) and discovery reward (R D ) of a toy are assumed to be equal, but variable across participants, to allow for the possibility that different participants assign different subjective rewards to each effect. The toys' rewards were sampled from beta distributions (ranging from 1-87, to allow the maximum reward of a toy to be as high as three times the expected discovery cost of the high-cost toys, which is also higher than the expected discovery cost of the extrahigh-cost toy). We fit these distributions such that there was an 80% probability that a sample from the lights (high-reward) distribution would be higher in value than a sample from the music (low-reward) distribution, matching empirical data on children's relative preference for these causal effects (80% of children (20/25) preferred the lights; see Supplementary Methods 2, Supplementary Results 2 and Supplementary Note 1 for more details).
It is possible that children's reasoning about rewards and costs is more complex than how we have implemented these functions. For example, cost may not increase linearly with each button press, and reward might be the highest on first observation and then degrade with each subsequent observation due to decreasing novelty. In the context of our experiment, model predictions depend on the relative reward and cost rather than their absolute values; identifying the precise shape of children's cost and reward functions is beyond the scope of the current work. Thus, we adopt the simplest cost function that is consistent with how children actually explored the medium-cost, high-cost and extra-high-cost toys (that is, most children first pressed each button individually before attempting combinations of buttons), and the simplest reward function where rewards remain constant across time. Some children might also assume an extra value to the process of exploration and discovery (for example, R A < R D ), or consider the utility of the teacher. See Discussion for how the current model could be extended to incorporate these possibilities.
Additionally, we considered the probability (P E ) that the learner would explore the unchosen toy. This exploration certainty parameter (higher means more certain) reflects the idea that teaching ensures immediate learning and guarantees a reward, while there is more uncertainty about the learner's future exploratory behaviours and whether or not they will successfully activate the unchosen toy. For example, they may never explore this toy, or even if they do, they might not figure it out, which is of particular concern for the high-cost and extra-high-cost toys.
Our full model considers all of these components to compute the learner's expected utilities under each teaching plan (see Fig. 1 ), and chooses the plan with the higher overall expected utility for the learner. To generate the model predictions reported in the main text ( Fig. 2c,d ), we used P E = 0.5, as well as a small degree of noise (α = 0.1) in children's choices. However, model fits are robust to: (1) different distributions of the reward space; (2) different ranges of reward values; and (3) different values of P E and α (see Supplementary Note 1 for details). Model code and full predictions can be found at https://osf.io/wunbq/.
Participants. We recruited 250 5-, 6-and 7-year-olds (M ± s.d. = 6.29 ± 0.90 years of age; 55% female; n = 25 per condition for all experiments) for experiments 1-3 from a local children's museum in the San Francisco Bay Area. Experiment 1 involved 150 participants aged 5, 6 and 7 years (M ± s.d. = 6.35 ± 0.97 years; 53% female). An additional nine children were excluded from the analysis due to difficulty understanding English (four), a missing date of birth (two), an inability to learn the mechanism of the extra-high-cost toy (two) or parental interference (one). Experiment 2 involved 50 participants aged 5, 6 and 7 years (M ± s.d. = 6.19 ± 0.77 years; 54% female). An additional three children were excluded from the analysis due to a missing date of birth (one), parental interference (one) or experimenter error (one). Experiment 3 involved 50 participants aged 5, 6 and 7 years (M ± s.d. = 6.20 ± 0.79 years; 60% female). An additional five children were excluded from the analysis due to experimenter error (two) or not completing the procedure (three).
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample sizes, but our sample sizes were pre-set and similar to those reported in previous publications on children's teaching 22, 29, 35 . All procedures were approved by Stanford University's Institutional Review Board for Human Subjects Research. Informed consent was obtained from the legal guardians of all child participants.
For experiment 1, participants were randomly assigned to the different rewards and high-cost conflict conditions, followed by the rewards and costs and different costs conditions. The medium-cost and extra-high-cost conflict conditions were added during the review process (participants were randomly assigned to either condition). See https://osf.io/5dmga/ for preregistration, and Supplementary Results 1 for further statistical analyses of the behavioural results. In experiment 2, we first collected data for the play condition, followed by the teach condition (a replication of the high-cost conflict condition in experiment 1). In experiment 3, we first collected data for the instruction condition, followed by the exploration condition (a replication of the different costs condition in experiment 1). Data collection and analysis were not performed blind to the conditions of the experiments. Children's responses were recorded offline from the video by S.B. and a second researcher blind to the experimental hypotheses. See Supplementary Methods 1 for details.
Materials. We constructed seven rectangular toys (25 cm × 15 cm × 15 cm) from foam board, felt, push-buttons and electrical circuits. Low-cost toys had one (large) button that activated the toys' effects. The medium-cost toy had one large and six identical small buttons; pressing one of the small buttons activated the toy. The high-cost toys also had one large and six identical small buttons, but to activate these toys, the large button and one particular small button had to be pressed at the same time. The extra-high-cost toy had one large button and 11 identical small buttons, and just like the high-cost toys, to activate this toy, the large button and one particular small button had to be pressed at the same time. When activated, low-reward toys played music, whereas high-reward toys had a plastic orb that lit up different colours and spun around (see Fig. 2b for a schematic of the toys used in each condition of experiment 1, and Fig. 4 for a schematic of the toys used in experiments 2 and 3).
Procedure. Children were tested individually in a quiet room separate from the main exhibits of the museum. Experiment 1 began with the discovery phase. The experimenter produced two toys (determined by condition), explained that she did not know how the toys worked, and asked children for help figuring them out. Children explored both toys until they activated them. Children quickly figured out low-cost toys, immediately pressing the single button (experiment 1: M discovery time ± s.d. = 0.28 ± 1.02 s). Figuring out the medium-cost toy took longer (experiment 1: M discovery time ± s.d. = 9.33 ± 6.37 s). Figuring out the high-cost toys and extra-high-cost toy took much longer (experiment 1: high-cost toys: M discovery time ± s.d. = 81.22 ± 49.42 s; extra-high-cost toy: M discovery time ± s.d. = 94.52 ± 61.79 s) and involved pressing many buttons. If children stopped exploring the high-cost or extra-high-cost toys before successfully activating them, the experimenter prompted them to continue, and provided suggestions of what they could try next (for example, "I wonder what would happen if you pressed two buttons at the same time. "). These prompts were delivered as though they were spontaneous, and with uncertainty, to keep up the charade that the experimenter did not know how these toys worked. Critically, the experimenter never explicitly told or showed children how to activate the toys. Once children figured out both toys, they were asked to demonstrate each toy twice (with the order counterbalanced) to ensure that they knew how to activate the toys and had the chance to experience the ease of activating them after discovery (i.e., the minimal activation cost).
Next came the choice phase. The experimenter explained that her friend would play with the toys later all by herself but knew nothing about them, so beforehand, the experimenter would help by teaching her how one of the toys worked. The experimenter then asked: "Which toy should I teach her?" Children selected a toy and explained their choice. Children also answered two follow-up questions: (1) which toy was harder to figure out?; and (2) which effect was cooler?
In experiment 2, the teach condition was identical to experiment 1's highcost conflict condition. The only difference was in the choice phase of the play condition; the experimenter said she needed to work on something and asked the children to choose one toy to play with while she was gone. In experiment 3, the exploration condition was identical to experiment 1's different costs condition. The only difference was in the instruction condition; a demonstration phase replaced the discovery phase. Children never interacted with the toys; instead, the experimenter taught children how the toys worked: she pressed the appropriate buttons to generate the effect, and added, "this is the only way to make the toy go" (see Supplementary Methods 1).
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Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, A description of all covariates tested A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)
For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.
Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code
Data collection
No software was used.
Data analysis
To visualize and analyze children's behavior we used R version 3.5.2 and the following packages: tidyverse version 1.2.1, tidyboot 0.1.1, cowplot 0.9.4, and lubridate 1.7.4
To implement our models and generate predictions, we used Python version 2.7.10.
To visualize our model predictions and conduct formal model comparison, we used R version 3.5.2 and the following packages: tidyverse version 1.2.1, boot version 1.3-20, and glue 1.3.0
For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors/reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). See the Nature Research guidelines for submitting code & software for further information.
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Study description
Quantitative experimental
Research sample
We recruited 250 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds (M(SD) = 6.29(0.90)yrs; 55% female) for Experiments 1-3 from a local children's museum; we recruited a separate group of 25 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds (M(SD) = 6.15(0.93) yrs; 60% female) for the Norming Experiment from local children's museums. A range of ethnicities proportional to the local population were included. We selected 5 to 7 years as our target age range for two reasons. First, children this age understand teaching as a process that causes knowledge change (Sobel & Letourneau, 2016) , and consider others' mental states to decide what to communicate as teachers (Gweon, Pelton, Konopka, & Schulz, 2014). Second, they can infer and integrate the expected costs and rewards of others' actions in their reasoning (see Jara-Ettinger et al., 2015). Thus, we expected that children this age might be capable of simulating another person's utility to make decisions on their behalf.
Sampling strategy
We randomly sampled and assigned children to one of two conditions in Experiment 1 (Different Rewards and High Cost Conflict or Different Costs and Rewards & Costs). The Medium Cost Conflict and the Extra-High Cost Conflict conditions in Experiment 1 were run during the review process and children were randomly assigned to one of these two conditions. The sample size per condition (n = 25) was consistent with previous conditions and preregistered along with hypotheses and analyses. The preregistration for these conditions can be found at: https://osf.io/5dmga/ In Experiment 2, we first collected data for the Play condition, followed by the Teach condition (a replication of the High Cost Conflict condition in Experiment 1). In Experiment 3, we first collected data for the Instruction condition, followed by the Exploration condition (a replication of the Different Costs condition in Experiment 1). We pre-set our sample size at 25 children per condition for all experiments. This was based on closely related prior work on children's ability to teach (e.g., Ronfard & Corriveau 2016, Gweon & Schulz 2019, Gweon Shafto & Schulz, 2018); our sample size was similar to those used in these studies.
Data collection
Data was collected in a room separate from the main exhibits at the museum by either the first author or an undergraduate research assistant. Although the experimenters were not blind to the study's hypothesis, they were thoroughly trained to ensure that the experiment was run without any indication of how children should respond. Children's responses were recorded by video when parent permission was given. We had parental permission to video record all but 9 children whose responses were recorded using pen and paper by the experimenter. Sometimes members of the child participant's family were in the room while the experiment was being conducted. 
Timing
Data exclusions
Seventeen participants were excluded from analysis across our three experiments (see SI). In Experiment 1, 9 children were excluded from analysis due to difficulty understanding English (4), missing date of birth (2) , an inability to learn the mechanism of the extra-highcost toy (2), or parental interference (1). In Experiment 2, 3 children were excluded from analysis due to missing date of birth (1), parental interference (1), or experimenter error (1). In Experiment 3, 5 children were excluded from analysis due to experimenter error (2) or not completing the procedure (3) . No children were excluded from the Norming Experiment. Exclusion criteria were preestablished and consistent with prior research in the lab.
Non-participation
Three participants began the experiment but did not complete it due to being too shy to respond to the experimenter's questions.
Randomization
Allocation to experimental conditions was random. We recruited until we had 25 participants per condition per experiment that we could include in data analyses.
Reporting for specific materials, systems and methods
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